Introduction
In Com,puter Science, important concepts usually come with a plethora of alternative characterizations. The class PSPACE, for example, can be defined either as the class of problelns solvable in polynomially bounded space by a multitape Turing machine or some similar model, or, equivalently, as the class of problems reducible to some polynomial-depth combinatorial two-person game [Stocklneyer and Meyer, Schaefer] . Alternation [Chandra and Stockmeyer] is an interesting variant of the latter point of view. A more recent, also "problem-oriented" characterization of PSPACE is the one in terms of problems involving periodic objects [Orlin] .
In this paper, we propose a new characterization of PSPACE, based on some of the most classical and well-looked at problems in Optimization: decision-making under uncertainty. Problems in this class are usually characterized by a discretetime random process, the parameters of which can be influenced by dynamic decisions. Decisions are based on the current state. The goal is to minimize thge expectation of some cost functional of the history of states and decisions. There is a vast .literature on the numerous variants of this problem; the reader is referred for a start to the books by [Denardo, Der.man, IIoward, Bertsekas] . Typically, such a problem is solved by dynamic programming (ill fact, decision-making under uncertainty. was the original and intend.ed application of this technique), with a time and space cost which are usually exponential in the description of the input. In a handful of now classical cases, more clever special techniques have yielded polynomialtime algorithms [Howard, Derman] . Linear programming is sometimes employed.
We can formulate a decision problem under uncertain.ty as a new sort of game, in which one opponent is "disinterested" and plays at random, while the other tries to pick a strategy which maximizes the probability of winning -a "game against Nature". Let PPSPACE denote the complexity class defined by such games. An equivalent formulation of thi~class is polynomial time bounded computation with alternation between an existential (nondeterministic) mode and a random mode; the machine accepts if more than half of the leaves of the computation tree selected by the decisions at the existential nodes are accepting.
A basic re'sult is that PPSPACE=PSPACE. This is not very hard to prove. In one direction we can use a space-efficient technique for formula evaluation, and in the other we use a construction similar to that employed by Gill to show that NP~PP [Gill] . The fact that all problems of decision-making under uncertainty can be solved in polynomial space had apparently not been observed before. Furthermore, this result immediately suggests a new problem complete for PSI)ACE: The satisfiability problem with quantifiers alternat,jng between an existential and a random one, called RSAT.
What is more exciting, we show that there are some natural problems of decision-Inaking under uncertainty which are PSPACE-complete. These problems are slight twists of classical solvable problems, and some of them had themselves been wellknown for their apparent intractability (notice the parallel with another instance of complexity paradigms borrowed from Operations Research, namely the classical work of Karp on NP-complete problems). Among'the seemingly endless variety o! such problems that are candidates for PSPACEcompleteness, we chose a few representative ones: (1) a variant of the scheduling problem with exponentially distributed execution times (this was in fact the rfiotivating exaluple for this work); (2) Given a state, a decision number, and an integer k, A returns the kth next state with nonzero probability, und,er the given decision, together with the probability of transition. Algorithm B decides whether a state is final, and computes its~cost (notice that the costs incurred by decisions can be absorbed into state.s, until the final one is reached).
An instance of P is an initial state for P; its size is the number of bits required to represent the state. We require that the structure of the problem is such t}lat the total length of any chain of possible next states starting from the initial state is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the instance. 0 ur goal is to devise a strategy for making decisions at the states so as to minimize the expected cost.
We introduce below several interesting examples of such problems. The verification that each of these (except the fourth) meets~he requirements of our general definition is left to the reader.
STOCIIASTIC SCIIEDUIJING Consider the
following problem, called POISSON TltEE SCHED-ULING: We are given a tree of precedence constraints [Cofflnan] among tasks with execution tilnes that are random variables with identical expOllential distributioI1S. The problern is to find a strategy for scheduling these tasks on m processors, ·so as to minimize the expected elapsed time.
This is a typical problem of decision-making under uncertainty. At each decision point, we are 447 left with a tree which we wish to schedule in minimum expectcd time. A decision cntails choosing a set of k leaves of the tree (where k equals m, or the nURlber of leaves of the tree, whichever is smaller) and starting them on the machines. After a while (i tilne units on the average), one of the tasks is going to finish. Since the execution time distribu1iion is Poisson -and therefore memorylesswe might as well preempt the remaining tasks, place. them back on the tree, and make another decision. The elapsed time between decisions is of known expected value, therefore we would like to minimize the total number of stages at which not enough leaves are available for scheduling. The random~lement is the unpredictable choice by UNature" of the task among the running ones to finish first.
This problem can be solved by dynamic programming. The intuition is that, once we have computed the optimal strategy for all subtrees of a given tree, we can compute the optimal decision for this tree by picking the set of leaves which has the optimum expected behavior. The precise recurrence is, for a tree T:
Here k(T) is the minimum among the number of leaves of T and m, the number of processors. It is easy to verify that, in general, this algorithm requires exponential time and space.
An interesting and difficult result [Chandy and Robinson} is that, for m = 2, a polynomial algorithm exists for reaching the optimal decisionnamely, the intuitive "highest level first" strategy, which was known to be optimal for the deterministic case for any number of processors [Hu, Coffman] . Unfortunately, the same strategy fails to work in the case of three .or more processors, and 110 other algorithm for· that problclll is known.
An immediate reaction of a ccnnplexity-theorist to such a situation would be to try to prove that the three-processor prohlcnl is NP-colnp)cte. There is a catch, though: It, is not clear at all that this prohlclll is in NP -not even in PS.PACE! What is the complexity of POISSON TREE SCllEDULING with three processors?
MAR.KOV DECISION J)ROCESSES Suppose
that ·we have a finite Markov process described by the stoch astic Inatrix P. In fact, let us as~ume for sitnpJicity that the graph of non-tcro cntries of P is layered, that is, the states are partitioned into indexed classes, and arcs go from one class to the 
DYNAMIC GRAPII RELIABILITY
Valiant has studied the probleul of computing the reliability of a graph {Valiant]. We are given a graph Gwithout loss of generality directed, acyclic, with a source 8 and a sink t-with a probability of failure p(e) defined on each edge e. What is the probability that there is a path from 8 to t consisting exclusively of edges that have not failedY It is known that this problem is.complete for iP {Valiant].
We ask a harder question, called DYNAMIC GRAPII RELIABILITY. Suppose that we wish to traverse the graph, while it is falling apart. At any moment, the probability that edge e will fail before our next move is p (e, v) , where v is the node which we are currcntly visiting. Is th(~rc a strategy that will allow us to traverse the graph f~oln 8 to t with probability largcr than, say, half? This is a PSI">ACE-complete question. .choice (with probability of true equal to, say, half) of truth value for x;, there is a choice of X3 J etc., so that the probability that F comes out true under these choices is Blore than half. We denote this statement as follows (n even):
OP1.'LMAL

PPSPACE
Without loss of generality, we assume that our nondeterministic Turing machines have two choices at each step, and that all computation paths on some input have length equal to a fixed polynomial in the size of the input. A stochastic l'uring machine is a nondetertninistic Turing machine, with the following unusual acceptance convention: Odd-nuDlbered steps are considered random steps, wbile even-numbered steps are existentialones. Given the computation tree of such a machine on SOUle input,we define an admissible su btree to he any subtree that rcsults if we delete fronl each existential step one choice (and the subtree hanging Crom it). We say that the machine accepts the input, if there is an admissible tree with more accepting leaves than rejecting ones. Let PPSI->ACE denote the class of all languages accepted by such machines. The problems of decision-making under uncertainty discussed in the previous Section can be readily proved to belong to this class, when considered as questions on whether the optimum expected cost exceeds a given bound (measured branching can be used to simulate any exponentially bounded integer cost).
Theorem 1 PPSPACE=PSPACE. Sketeh To show that PPSPACE~PSPACE, we have to program a nondeterministic polynomialspace bounded machine to guess a strategy and count the total number of accepting leaves ina computation of a stochastic machine. This is not hard to do. For the other direction, suppose that we have an alternating Turing machine A. We design a stochastic one,S, which behaves as follows: S starts by a stochastic step, which creates two equiprobable possibilities: In the first, S simulates A faithfully. In the second possibility, S has computations of the same length as A, all of which except for one are rejecting. It turns out that the only way that an admissible subtree with more accepting than rejecting leaves can be found in the computation tree of S is by having an accepting alternating computation in the first possibility (i.e., an admissible subtree with only accepting leaves), reinforced by the single accepting leaf of the second possibility. (Notice that this is essentially the argument used by Gill to show that NP PP [Gill] ).O
Complete Problems
An exciting product of the "PPSPACE" point of view of PSPACE is that a host oC novel PSPACEcomplete problems are introduced, and as a consequence light is shed into the complexity of an important class of problems. As the reader might have guessed, our "grand-daddy" complete probleID is RSAT. To show it complete is easy, once we standardize enough our stochastic machines.
Theorem 2 RSA1' is PSPACE-colnplete.
FrOID this, we can show other problems among those-of Section 2 to be PSPACE-complete. We start with DYNAMIC MAIl-KOV PROCESS Theorem 3 DYNAMIC MARKOV PROCESS is PSPACE-complete.
Sketch We employ a new variant of the Ine'~h odology used so many tirncs to show problcnls related to the traveling salestnan problem to be NPcomplete (see, e.g., [Garey et al., Papadimitriou 449 and Steiglitz]). The stages of our Markov process correspond to variables and clauses. At odd-numbered variables we have a choice, corresponding to true and false, whereas at even-numbered ones it is "Nature" that decides between the two. These choices influence, via the loatrix Rd --see the defi- with two processors and a dominance· relation is PSPACE-complete.
Sketch The upper parts of the tree choose the truth assignment, whereas the lo,ver Olles test satisfaction. At odd levels we have to choose among two pairs of tasks. It is suboptimal to separate pairs, so~e have a binary decision to make. At even levels, we only have two tasks, and we have no choice other than starting them both. Which will finish first is thus "Nature's" decision. We need dominance to synchronize the levels. The low parts of the tree examine all possibilities for satisfaction for each clause. It turns out that the expected length of the schedule bccorIlcs one time unit shorter i.f the formula is satisfiable, and the Theorem follows.D Theorem 6 OPTIMAL CONTIl.OL with Q, R nonpositive-definite is PSPACE-conlplete, even if tbe dimension is one.
Sketch We transform RSAT to a dynamic version of three-dimcnsianal ulatching (the decisionmaker a.nd Nature alternate in picking tripl~), and frOID that to a dynamic version of knapsack (they now alternate picking items. for the knapsack). From this problclD we can go to OP1'IMAL CONTROL by embedding Nature's choices to Wt and the decision-maker's in Ut.D We note that many other problems are amenable to similar forrIlulation and reduction; Cor example, we could show that a simple stochastic inventory control problem with cost nonlineariries is also PSPACE-complete, using essentially the same technique and intermediate problems as in the proof for OPTIMAL CONTROL.
Conclusions
We have presented a new characterization) of PSPACE, in terms of a classical area of Optimization Theory, the complexity of which had not been explored. We feel that several more important problems in this area can be shown intractable in this way. Furthermore, we noticed several problems of this 80rt that are possibly solvable in polynomial time -the three machine Poisson tree problem without dominance being one of the most attractive.
Finally, we note that certain popular games oC skill and luck -such as backgammon-can be formulated as computations alternating between an existential, a universal, and a random quantifier, a simple extension of the case discussed so Car. It seems safe to conjecture that (the obvious parametric generalization of) backgammon, Cor example, is PSPACE-complete.
